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DIRTY FUSE
“Surfbetika!” 10” EP
* 10″ EP: 200 copies; coloured vinyl
(cyan solid); download code. * 100
copies; coloured vinyl (milky clear
transparent); download code

Surfbetika! Greek rebetika surfed up! Dirty Fuse leave sunsets and beaches
and venture on a journey through time with seven rebetika songs. They revisit an age of hashish dens and taverns, and find themselves stranded in
the joints where Misirlou was first heard, the song with the seductive
oriental vibes that influenced California’s surf music of the sixties.
Dirty Fuse were formed in 2008 by guitarist Duda Victor and
drummer Chris Kogios in order to explore the frenzied world of surf rock.
Mainly influenced by Dick Dale, Ventures, Atlantics, Ramones and Television,
their music is based on old school 60’s surf music, channeled through the
energy of garage and punk rock. As a trio (Guitar-bass-drums) begin
wandering the live bars and venues of Athens playing mostly their own
music. After a few lineup changes in mid 2009 they recorded their first songs
which will be released a year later on 7 "vinyl "Lost Riders". During 2010,
Manos Kisamitakis (saxophone) John Drake (bass) and Costas Bakoulas
(guitar) added to the band, along with Duda Victor and Chris Kogios. In 2012
Dirty Fuse released a self-titled, full-length CD having their track "Sunset
Beach" (org. Akroyialies Dilina by V. Tsitsanis) which meets great
acceptance by djs and radio producers. In 2013 the band released a 10" vinyl
titled "Surfbetika!" with 7 rebetika songs surfed up! Continuous shows and
dynamic live presence became Dirty Fuse’s trademark throughout the years.
Dirty Fuse’s significant timeline marks are their appearance at
Surfer Joe Summer Festival in Italy [2012], the arranging of Surf Rock
Mayhem (the first all-surf-music live event at Bios) [2013], opening for
Invisible Surfers at AN Club [2012]. Dirty Fuse also appear on several various
artist releases, Continental Magazine [USA, 2012], the OST listing of
«Welcome to the show (The musical heritage of Pavlos Sidiropoulos)» [2013]
and Unsigned United [2009].
Discography: Lost Riders, 7 "EP (2010, self-released); Dirty Fuse, CD
(2012, Green Cookie Records); Surfbetika, 10 "EP (2013, Green Cookie
Records).
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Tracklisting:
Junkie Side (A Side)
A1. Why I Smoke Cocaine (4:09)
A2. Don’t Let Me Down Nargile (2:51)
A3. I’m A Junkie (from night till
mornin’) (2:51)
A4. Junkie’s Pain (2:20)
Drunk Side (B Side)
B1. Kill Ellie (4:39)
B2. Why Don’t You Tell Us? (2:21)
B3. The Blue Windows (2:34)
Interviews & Booking :
dirtyfuse@hotmail.com
Website :
www.facebook.com/dirtyfuse
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